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Abstract

Background

Synchronous tumors can be independent primary tumors or a primary-metastatic (clonal) pair, which may have clinical implications. Mutational profiling of tumor DNA is increasingly common in the clinic. We investigated whether mutational profiling can distinguish independent from clonal tumors in breast and other cancers, using a carefully defined test based on the Clonal Likelihood Score (CLS = 100 x # shared high confidence (HC) mutations/ # total HC mutations).

Methods

Statistical properties of a formal test using the CLS were investigated. A high CLS is evidence in favor of clonality; the test is implemented as a one-sided binomial test of proportions. Test parameters were empirically determined using 16,422 independent breast tumor pairs and 15 primary-metastatic tumor pairs from 10 cancer types using The Cancer Genome Atlas.

Results

We validated performance of the test with its established parameters, using five published data sets comprising 15,758 known independent tumor pairs (maximum CLS = 4.1%, minimum p-value = 0.48) and 283 known tumor clonal pairs (minimum CLS 13%, maximum p-value <0.01), across renal cell, testicular, and colorectal cancer. The CLS test correctly classified all validation samples but one, which it appears may have been incorrectly
classified in the published data. As proof-of-concept we then applied the CLS test to two new cases of invasive synchronous bilateral breast cancer at our institution, each with one hormone receptor positive (ER+/PR+/HER2-) lobular and one triple negative ductal carcinoma. High confidence mutations were identified by exome sequencing and results were validated using deep targeted sequencing. The first tumor pair had CLS of 81% (p-value < 10−15), supporting clonality. In the second pair, no common mutations of 184 variants were validated (p-value >0.99), supporting independence. A plausible molecular mechanism for the shift from hormone receptor positive to triple negative was identified in the clonal pair.

Conclusion
We have developed the statistical properties of a carefully defined Clonal Likelihood Score test from mutational profiling of tumor DNA. Under identified conditions, the test appears to reliably distinguish between synchronous tumors of clonal and of independent origin in several cancer types. This approach may have scientific and clinical utility.

Introduction
Synchronous bilateral breast cancer (SBBC), in which separate tumors are diagnosed simultaneously in each breast, occurs in 1–3% of all breast cancer patients [1], and incidence has increased in the era of MRI screening [2]. The two tumors may be clonal, with one tumor a metastasis of the other, or they may be independent tumors arising spontaneously within the same genetic background. Current standard of care for SBBC is to assume independent origin with curative intent treatment for both tumors, and increased germline risk but not worse prognosis [3, 4]. Therapy decisions are guided by the higher-risk tumor [5]. However, improved understanding of clonal etiology in SBBC may have implications for patient prognosis and familial risk assessment, as well as, for the biology of breast cancer evolution and metastasis.

Prior studies aiming to distinguish clonal from independently arising SBBC tumors have been limited in their ability to detect clonal status. They have used presence of concordant histological features and systemic metastases [6] or been based on concordance among a set of fewer than 20 molecular markers [3, 4, 7–9], with limited statistical power to detect overlaps. Thus, the incidence of clonal SBBC is likely underestimated [10, 11]. In similar studies of ipsilateral breast, lung and other tumor types, newer high resolution array-based approaches have found greater occurrence of clonal tumors than previously appreciated [4, 12–17], and formal statistical tests based on chromosomal copy number aberrations have been developed [10, 11, 13, 16, 18]. On the other hand, mutational profiling of tumor DNA is increasingly common in the clinic. While several recent studies of matched primary tumor and metastasis have investigated use of mutational profiling of tumor DNA to determine clonal status [19–21], the statistical properties and operating characteristics of the mutational profiling approach have yet to be well defined.

We investigated whether mutational profiling from whole exome sequencing can distinguish between clonal and independently arising tumors in SBBC and several other cancer types. The Clonal Likelihood Score (CLS) test statistic was computed as the percentage of high-confidence (HC) mutations shared by both tumors, out of the total number of HC mutations identified in the pair. A formal statistical test was developed and recommended parameters
were defined using tumor pairs (mainly breast cancer) of known clonal status in The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) database. We validated the test using recommended parameters on five independent datasets with known or putative clonal status from TCGA and the literature, including renal cell carcinoma, testicular cancer, and colorectal cancer. We then applied the CLS test to whole-exome sequencing data from two SBBC cases of unknown clonal status at our institution, and validated our conclusions with targeted deep sequencing. We also evaluated the biological evidence for our resulting call of metastatic SBBC. We developed recommendations for carrying out the CLS test on tumor mutational profiling data.

Materials and Methods

Sequencing methods

Tissue specimens were collected by the Moores Cancer Center Biorepository from consented patients under a University of California, San Diego Human Research Protections Program Institutional Review Board approved protocol (HRPP#050887 then 090401). Biorepository subjects provide a written consent which is maintained in the Biorepository archives. Detailed sequencing methods are in S1 Text. Whole exome sequencing and data processing. Briefly, an Illumina HiSeq 2000 was used to sequence whole exome DNA libraries captured with Agilent SureSelect at targeted coverage depth of 50x for germline and 200-400x for tumor DNA from fresh frozen specimens. Tumor purity, ploidy and absolute copy numbers were estimated using absCN-seq [22]. We validated a selected set of called mutations from each tumor pair using targeted sequencing to depth 8000x (MiSeq; Omegabiotek, Inc.). For validation data, variants were called using MuTect [23].

Identification of high confidence (HC) mutations

We called single nucleotide variants (SNVs) in each tumor and germline sample using GATK [24] with default parameters, prioritizing specificity over sensitivity to detect a tumor mutation compared to matched germline DNA. We then applied additional stringent filtering rules to retain only high confidence (HC) somatic SNV’s; in germline DNA, we required at least 15 high-quality reads (Q>20) with at most one read supporting an alternate call, and also required < 5% alternate allele fraction. We filtered out tumor SNVs that were also present in the database of single nucleotide polymorphisms (dbsnp) 135 database [25], as these are likely germline variants. Finally, we retained as HC mutations those SNVs which had adequate coverage (40X) in both tumors at the affected locus; i.e. HC mutations were variants called at HC in at least one tumor, with adequate coverage in both tumors and with a high confidence homozygous reference call in germline DNA.

Results

The proposed statistical test using the Clonal Likelihood Score

Let \( n \) denote the total number of genomic loci where a mutation was called in either tumor, and let \( X \) denote the number of such loci where the mutation is shared. The CLS test is based on the proportion of shared mutations \( p \) out of \( n \) total mutations identified in a tumor pair, that is, \( p = X/n \). Since \( n \) is known and can be considered fixed, \( X \) can be modeled as Binomial with parameters \( n \) and \( p \).

A high rate of shared mutations is evidence in favor of clonal status, and so the CLS can be used to test the null hypothesis of tumor independence, \( H_0: p < p_0 \), against the alternative hypothesis \( H_a: p > p_0 \). Here, \( p_0 \) is the maximum rate of shared mutations expected to be called among independent tumor pairs, either from chance occurrence of true shared mutations,
such as driver mutations, or from false positive (FP) calls from a given sequencing technology.

In order for the CLS to have acceptable specificity and control of Type I error, $p_0$ must be set at an appropriate empirically determined rate, as discussed below. The CLS test rejects the hypothesis of independence in favor of clonal status if $\text{CLS} > c/n$, where $c$ is the critical value from an exact one-sided binomial test at the 5% significance level with parameters $n$ and $p_0$ (Table 1). We recommend reporting Clopper-Pearson exact two-sided confidence intervals [26] for the CLS, along with the observed $p$-value. The power of the CLS test to detect a truly clonal pair will depend on the total number of mutations $n$, and the expected proportion of shared mutations among clonal pairs, denoted as $p_a$.

**Operating characteristics of the CLS test**

The Type I error of the CLS test is governed by $p_0$: if $p_0$ is chosen to be lower than the actual rate of shared mutations in independent tumors, the test will reject the null hypothesis when tumors are actually independent, and the Type I error of the test will be greater than the nominal value of 5%. Also, it is clear that with too few total mutations in the pair of tumors, the CLS test will not have enough information to reliably distinguish clonal from independent tumors. We consider achieving 80% power to detect a truly clonal tumor pair as acceptable. Once $p_0$ is determined, the number of mutations $n$ needed to achieve 80% power depends on $p_a$, the rate of shared mutations in the clonal pair. We will determine the two critical parameters $p_0$ and $p_a$ by using empirical data from TCGA (see Table 1).

**Establishing parameters of the CLS using data from TCGA and the literature**

To establish the parameters of the CLS, we computed the empirical distribution of the CLS from independent unrelated tumors in the TCGA (June 2012 release) [27]. We downloaded the called somatic mutations for all ER+ or triple negative breast tumors in TCGA with exome sequencing data. We found 357 ER+ and 46 TN tumors with median number of mutations 47 and 68 mutations per tumor, respectively (range 7–449). We paired each ER+ with each TN tumor to form $357 \times 46 = 16,422$ independent counterfactual tumor pairs and computed the CLS; of these, 98.4% (16,167) had CLS = 0. Among the 255 tumor pairs with a nonzero CLS, two pairs had two shared mutations and the remainder had one. The maximum observed CLS was 2.8%. As expected, the known driver genes PIK3CA ($n = 122$) and TP53 ($n = 33$) together accounted for 155 (60.3%) of the 257 total shared mutations. Thus, TCGA data show that of $>16,000$ independent breast cancer tumor pairs the maximum CLS was 2.8%. However, in two tumors from the same patient and sequenced in the same batch, it is expected that FP calls of a shared mutation due to technical artifacts would occur more often than in two different patients sequenced independently, and this would tend to increase $p_0$ in patient testing. Hence we recommend allowing for a high background rate of false positive shared mutation calls in independent tumors, setting $p_0 = 3\%$ to 4\% (Table 1). Setting $p_0$ higher than minimally necessary reduces the probability of Type I error at the cost of an increase in $n$, the number of total mutations needed, and empirically appears to leave $n$ well within the realm of clinical sequencing efforts (see below). Thus, the proposed CLS test should be applicable to any variant calling assay which has a FP rate for shared mutations below 3\%-4\%.

We also investigated the distribution of the CLS in known clonal tumor pairs. In total we found fifteen primary and metastatic tumor pairs with genome wide mutation profiling data in TCGA (July 2015 release) across ten tumor types (S1 Table. TCGA Training Set). In these clonal pairs, the CLS values lie in the range of 14\%-69\% with a mean of 45\%. We also identified one published study which profiled a metachronous primary and metastatic tumor breast
cancer pair [28], with 48 shared of 50 total mutations called (CLS = 96%). Thus the available data indicate the rate of shared mutations in the vast majority of clonal tumor pairs is likely greater than 15%. Hence using $p_a = 15\%$ or $20\%$ as a lower bound for the rate of shared mutations expected to occur in clonal tumors appears to conservatively allow for adequate power. The number of mutations needed for the CLS test to achieve 80% power under reasonable assumptions is given in Table 1. For example, given $p_0 = 4\%$, if a shared mutation rate of 15% or greater is expected in clonal tumors, at least 44 called HC mutations are needed to have 80% power to detect clonal status, using the CLS test. If we consider that a 20% rate of shared mutations can be expected in clonal tumors, then only 21 total mutations observed for the tumor pair are needed to achieve 80% power. Any variant calling method which attains sensitivity to detect shared mutations set by $p_a$ would have adequate power for the CLS test.

### Validation of the CLS test in independent datasets with known clonal status

To investigate the performance of our CLS test, we assembled five validation datasets which had both known independent and known clonal tumor pairs, from TCGA and the published literature. Two sets of tumor pairs known to be clonal were assembled from a recent publication which studied inter-tumoral genomic variation in renal clear cell carcinoma [29]. An accompanying set of paired independent tumors in renal clear cell carcinoma was assembled from TCGA data, using the same random pairing approach as for the breast cancer tumors above. As a fourth data set, in TCGA, we also found five patients who each had two independent primary testicular tumors. Finally, a published study of synchronous primary and metastatic colorectal cancer included both putative independent and clonal synchronous tumors. In total, using three additional cancer types, we assembled 15,758 independent tumor pairs and 283 clonal pairs across these five data sets. We applied the recommended CLS test with $p_0 = 4\%$ at 5% significance level to these data and report its performance.

We first report the independent tumor pairs from the validation data. 178 patients with primary renal clear cell carcinoma from TCGA were randomly paired to form 15,753 independent tumor pairs. Renal clear cell carcinoma was chosen because the same tumor type had available clonal pairs [29]. We also included five patients with two primary testicular germ cell tumors found in TCGA, representing more realistic independent pairs within the same patient (S2 Table. Independent Validation). For these 15758 independent pairs, the minimum p-value was

---

**Table 1. The critical value for the CLS test (alpha = 0.05) and the number of total mutations needed to achieve 80% power.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$p_0$ (Rate of shared HC mutations in independent tumor pairs)</th>
<th>$p_a$ (Rate of shared HC mutations in clonal tumor pairs)</th>
<th>$n$ (Total # of HC mutations needed to achieve 80% power)</th>
<th>$c$ (Critical value for CLS test)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Caption: Computations based on an exact binomial distribution under reasonable assumptions on $p_0$, the background rate of called shared mutations in independent tumor pairs, and $p_a$, the expected rate of called shared mutations in clonal tumor pairs. Under recommended assumptions, at least 44 called HC mutations are needed to implement the CLS test. The appropriate values of $p_0$ and $p_a$ will depend on the sequencing technology and tumor type and should be chosen prior to conducting the CLS test. The CLS test rejects the hypothesis of independence in favor of clonal status if $\text{CLS} > c/n$.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0142487.t001
0.48 and the maximum CLS was 4.1%, consistent with expectations. Thus the CLS would correctly classify these tumor pairs as independent.

Considering the clonal tumor pairs, a recent study of intratumor heterogeneity sampled 5–11 biopsies per tumor for ten patients with renal clear cell carcinoma [29]. Within a patient, these biopsies are clonal by nature since they all come from the same bulk tumor. By randomly pairing biopsies within each patient, 237 within-tumor clonal pairs can be formed. For these pairs, the CLS values lie in the range of 13%-100% with a mean of 61% and the maximum p-value was <0.01 (S3 Table. Clonal Validation Tier 1). Thus the CLS would correctly classify these tumor pairs as clonal. In addition, four patients from the same publication had distant metastases. By randomly pairing the metastases with the related biopsies per patient, 46 primary-metastatic clonal pairs can be formed. The CLS values for these clonal pairs lie in the range of 23%-95% with a mean of 57% and a maximum p-value <10^{-10} (S4 Table. Clonal Validation Tier 2). Therefore, on this validation dataset, our proposed test could perfectly distinguish clonal tumors from independent tumors using a standard p-value cutoff of 0.05.

Next, we applied our test to the validation dataset that had the strongest similarity to our proposed setting of clinical testing for synchronous tumors. Lee et al. characterized fifteen pairs of synchronous primary and metastatic colorectal tumors at the time of diagnosis by both SNP array and exome sequencing [30]. Using unsupervised hierarchical clustering of somatic copy number alterations (SCNA) inferred from the SNP array data, they concluded that eight pairs clustered together and thus may be considered closely related (considered as equivalent to clonal origin in our case), and seven pairs did not cluster together and thus were remotely related (considered equivalent to independent origin in our case). We compared our CLS test results based on the exome sequencing data to their results based on the SCNA data (S5 Table. Clonality Calls: Somatic Copy Number Alterations vs CLS in Synchronous Primary and Metastatic Colorectal Tumors). By using a standard p-value cutoff of 0.05, two clearly separated classes were obtained by our test. For the assumed clonal cases, the CLS values lie in the range of 32%-54% with a mean of 41%. For the assumed independent cases, the maximum CLS value is 4.1%, which is highly consistent with the TCGA exploratory results and p_0 parameter we set.

We had only one discordant case with Lee’s result. Patient 353 was identified as remotely related (independent origin) by the clustering analysis of SCNAs, however the tumor pair had 31 shared mutations out of 59 total mutations with a CLS of 53%, making it extremely unlikely to be of independent origin. Lee et al. noticed that patient 353 had the fewest number of SCNA (in particular loss of heterozygosity) among all the patients [30]. However, an issue with this approach is that testing tumors for clonal status based on SCNA is known to be problematic for nearly diploid genomes [11]. Furthermore, such a clonal status test employing hierarchical clustering has been shown to be suboptimal [18]. Therefore, most likely this discordant case does not suggest that our test made an erroneous call. Instead, it seems to represent a good example demonstrating the advantage of an SNV based test over the SCNA based test. Taken together, our CLS test has been well validated using these independent datasets. We then generated sequencing data for our SBBC samples and applied the test to them.

Application of the CLS test to two cases of SBBC of unknown clonal status

Patient and sample characteristics. We obtained germline DNA and fresh frozen tumor samples from two women who presented with synchronous bilateral node-negative invasive breast cancers, each with one tumor ER+/PR+/HER2- (HR+) lobular and the other triple negative (TN) ductal (Table 2). Patient 1 was an African American woman age 75 years with an HR+ infiltrating lobular carcinoma, stage 2, grade 1 (ID: PT1HR+), and a TN invasive ductal
breast cancer, stage 2, grade 2 (ID: PT1TN) in the contralateral breast. Patient 2 was a 70 year old non-Hispanic white woman with an HR+ infiltrating lobular carcinoma, stage 1c, grade 1 (ID: PT2HR+); her contralateral tumor was TN invasive ductal carcinoma, stage 1c, grade 3 (ID: PT2TN). With 73 and 44 months of follow up, respectively, neither patient has recurred.

**Exome sequencing and application of the CLS test.** We identified 50 to 100 HC mutations per tumor (Table 3). For patient 1, 50 and 62 HC somatic mutations were called in the HR+ and TN tumors, respectively. All 50 of the HC mutations identified in the HR+ tumor were shared by the TN tumor, for a CLS of 100 X 50/62 = 81%. For patient 2, 81 and 105 HC SNV candidates, were identified in the HR+ and TN tumors respectively, of which two were shared, for a CLS of 100 X 2 / 184 = 1.1%.

For patient 1, an exact binomial test of \( H_0: p < 0.04 \) against a one sided alternative, with \( X = 50 \) successes in \( n = 62 \) trials, yields \( p < 1 \times 10^{-15} \), rejecting the null hypothesis of independence. An exact Clopper-Pearson 95% confidence interval for the CLS is 69% to 90%. This establishes strong evidence in favor of clonal status for patient 1.

For patient 2, an exact binomial test of \( H_0: p < 0.04 \) against a one sided alternative, with \( X = 2 \) successes in \( n = 184 \) trials, yields \( p > 0.99 \), failing to reject the hypothesis of independence. The 95% Clopper-Pearson confidence interval is 0.1% to 4%, consistent with independence, and well below shared mutation rates observed in TCGA.

**Independent validation of called HC mutations.** We used an independent targeted deep sequencing assay to validate the called shared mutations. Fig 1 shows the allelic fraction of validated, false positive, and false negative sequencing calls for each patient’s tumor pair. The observed patterns are seen to be distinct. For patient 1, all 50 identified HC shared mutations (Table 3) were resequenced, and six of them failed the assay in at least one of the three DNA samples. Of 44 sites remaining, 43 were confirmed as shared. One site validated as a false positive call and was seen to be homozygous reference in both germline and tumors. The 12 identified HC private mutations (Table 3) were also re-sequenced, with four assay failures and eight confirmed as true shared mutations and thus false private calls. The observed mutant allelic

---

**Table 2. Tumor sample characteristics for two cases of Synchronous Bilateral Breast Cancer (SBBC).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient ID</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Histology (estimated by pathologist)</th>
<th>Cellularity (estimated by absCNseq)</th>
<th>Ploidy (estimated by absCNseq)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient 1</td>
<td>PT1TN</td>
<td>Invasive ductal carcinoma (apocrine ca)</td>
<td>TN ~70% 47% 3.43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient 1</td>
<td>PT1HR+</td>
<td>Invasive lobular carcinoma (pleomorphic)</td>
<td>ER +/-HER2-~40% 31% 2.34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient 2</td>
<td>PT2TN</td>
<td>Invasive ductal carcinoma</td>
<td>TN ~70% 77% 1.88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient 2</td>
<td>PT2HR+</td>
<td>Invasive lobular carcinoma</td>
<td>ER +/-HER2-~70% 56% 2.34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3. Number of shared and private high confidence (HC) somatic mutations and Clonal Likelihood Score in two SBBC tumor pairs, identified from exome sequencing and stringent filtering.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Private HC mutations:TN specific</th>
<th>Private HC mutations: HR specific</th>
<th>Shared HC mutations</th>
<th>Total HC mutations in tumor pair</th>
<th>Clonal Likelihood Score (CLS) (Before validation)</th>
<th>Clonal Likelihood Score (CLS) (After validation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient 1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>81% (50/62)</td>
<td>100% (51/51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient 2</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>1% (2/184)</td>
<td>0% (0/182)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0142487.t003

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0142487.t002
fractions for the eight false negative calls in the HR+ tumor whole-exome sequencing data were all below 7.5%, explaining why they were initially missed. Thus for patient 1, among the 52 putative mutations for which we obtained validation data, 51 were in fact shared and one was a false positive call, consistent with a clonal origin. The validated CLS was 100 x 51/51 = 100%.

For patient 2, we re-sequenced the two called HC shared mutations. We also re-sequenced all loci (none were called as HC variants) with an alternate allele prevalence > 5% in both tumors (n = 8), as these appeared to be the most likely candidates for a false negative call. All ten mutations sent were confirmed as sequencing artifacts, with homozygous reference genotype in the germline and two tumor DNA samples. Thus, there were no confirmed shared mutations out of 184 HC candidates, consistent with independence. The estimated false positive rate for this putative independent pair was about 1% (2/184 = 0.011). The validated CLS was 100 x 0/182 = 0%.

**Fig 1. Distinct patterns of mutant allelic fraction for two tumor pairs.** Left panel, Patient 1, clonal; right panel, Patient 2, independent. Each dot represents a HC shared mutation identified from exome sequencing and stringent filtering, with the proportion of alternatively called alleles plotted on the y-axis for the HR+ tumor and on the x-axis for the TN tumor. The x’s represent additional loci sent for resequencing in the validation assay to confirm negative calls for shared mutations. Y-axis: HR+ tumor; x-axis: TN tumor. Red dots: HC shared mutations, confirmed by the targeted deep sequencing validation assay. Green dots: putative HC mutations determined to be false positives by the validation assay. Blue color: the validation assay failed in at least one tissue (germline or 2 tumors). Black dots: private HC somatic mutations not sent for validation. Green crosses: low-confidence potential SNV’s selected for validation (>5% prevalence in both tumors), all confirmed to be sequencing artifacts (no alternate allele detected in either germline or tumor DNA by validation assay). For both patients, the false positive calls (green dots) are observed to be separate from the other called mutations. For patient 1, where all validated mutations were confirmed as shared, the false negative calls for shared mutations are seen to be shared mutations present at low allelic fraction (Fig 1 left, red crosses). For patient 2, all validated mutations were called as private. The confirmed negative loci (Fig 1 right, green crosses) were all low-confidence possible SNV’s which validated as germline homozygous reference. The distinct patterns seen in the figures again suggest that the tumors from patient 1 were clonal and while those from patient 2 arose independently.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0142487.g001
In our own data, the FP rate for shared mutations was about 1% of total called mutations in the putative independent SBBC pair; detailed analysis of false positive and false negative rates from targeted deep sequencing is in S1 Text, Whole exome sequencing and data processing.

Clonal evolution and shared actionable mutations in the clonal SBBC tumor pair. We investigated possible mechanisms for the change from ER+ to ER- in the clonal tumor pair. We examined copy number alterations on chromosome 6q where ESR1 is located and observed large-scale loss-of-heterozygosity (LOH) common to both tumors (Fig 2, upper panel). There was an additional deletion in the distal end of 6q (6q25.1-6q27) apparent only in the TN tumor (Fig 2, lower panel), covering the entire ESR1 locus. We then applied absCN-seq to estimate the absolute copy numbers for the ESR1 region (Table 1) and found that the HR+ tumor has two copies and the TN tumor only one copy for this region. Thus a plausible evolutionary sequence is that a copy neutral LOH affected the entire 6q chromosome arm in the primary tumor. Copy neutral LOH is known to be associated with gene expression changes [31], but in our case did not seem to ablate ER expression. However, during migration to the contra-lateral breast, a new deletion was established in the TN tumor at the ESR1 locus, either from subclone expansion or from a de novo mutation, and this rendered ER expression undetectable. Interestingly, this deletion also strikes ARID1B, a new tumor suppressor gene found in breast cancer [32].

In addition, we identified several known shared driver alterations including chromosome 8 amplifications affecting FGFR1, ZNF703 and MYC, as well as a nonsense mutation (L298*) in gene NF1 and a deleterious missense mutation (E1436A) in gene NCOR1 [32]. Among these, FGFR1, MYC and NF1 alterations are potentially actionable [34, 35], demonstrating the potentially important therapeutic implications of profiling SBBC for clonal origin.

Discussion

We have developed a carefully defined and effective approach using mutational profiling from next generation sequencing data to distinguish between clonal and independently arising tumors in SBBC, and potentially in other cancer types. The Clonal Likelihood Score (CLS) is computed as the percentage of High Confidence mutations which are shared by both tumors, out of the total number of distinct genomic loci with High Confidence mutations identified in the pair. The CLS test is implemented as a one sample binomial test of proportions, with null hypothesis of independence, and recommended test parameters determined empirically from TCGA data. Importantly, the data suggest that up to 2% of tumors from different patients may have at least one shared mutation, arising from common driver mutations, technical artifacts, and shared passenger mutations arising by chance, and the rate is higher, up to 4%, for tumors arising within the same patient. Thus, careful implementation of the CLS test such as we propose here is needed to control error rates. Using data from TCGA and the literature, we have identified conditions under which the CLS test can be expected to have at most 5% Type I error rate, (falsely identifying an independent pair as clonal), and also adequate power (80%) to correctly detect a clonal tumor pair, using high confidence somatic mutation calls.

The CLS test has a null hypothesis of CLS ≤ 4% against a one-sided alternative; the test achieves 80% power to detect a CLS of 15% if there are at least 44 HC mutations called in the tumor pair. We validated the CLS test in five independent data sets containing both clonal and independent tumors, with various tumor types: renal cell carcinoma, testicular cancer and colorectal cancer. In these validation data, the CLS test correctly called all but one of 15,758 putative independent tumor pairs as independent, with maximum CLS of 4.1% and minimum p-value of 0.48. We believe the one discordant result (CLS = 0.52) was likely a clonal pair which was missed due to low power of the copy number based analysis which was used to classify this pair as independent in the published paper from which we drew these data. The CLS test also
Fig 2. Copy number alterations potentially changing the ER status of the clonal tumors from Patient 1. Upper panel: Loss of heterozygosity (LOH) profiles on chromosome arm 6q. Two separated bands of allele fractions along the chromosome, a typical consequence of LOH, is clearly seen in TN tumor (red dots) but is less evident in HR+ tumor (green dots) due to low cellularity of the sample. Rectangle delimits the centromere and the blue arrow points to the ER locus. Middle and lower panel: segmented log copy ratio profiles on chromosome 6 for the HR+ and TN tumor respectively, produced by copy number package [33]. One copy loss of distal end of 6q encapsulating the ER locus (blue arrow) is seen in the TN tumor but not in HR+ tumor. A plausible evolutionary sequence is an initial copy neutral LOH affecting the entire 6q chromosome arm in the primary tumor followed by a new deletion at the ESR1 locus, which reduced ER expression in the metastatic TN tumor.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0142487.g002
correctly called all 283 clonal pairs in the validation data as clonal, with minimum CLS 13% (mean 61%, maximum 100%) and maximum p-value \( p < 0.01 \).

We then applied the formal CLS test to exome-wide sequencing data on two cases of invasive SBBC of unknown clonal status, each with one HR+ lobular and TN ductal carcinoma. In one SBBC patient, the CLS was 81% (95% CI: 69%, 90%) shared out of 62 total HC mutations called \( (p < 0.0001) \), establishing clonal origin of the two tumors. In the other patient, the CLS was 1.1% (95% CI: 0.1%, 4%) shared of 184 total HC mutations called \( (p = 0.99) \), consistent with independent origin. For the clonal SBBC case, we were able to determine the likely primary tumor by investigation of copy number alterations and to identify a plausible mechanism of the change from ER+ to ER- during metastasis. We also discovered a novel potential driver alteration (e.g. 6q25.1-6q27 deletion) associated with metastasis but not needed to adapt to a new physiological environment outside the breast, highlighting the unique biological information available in SBBC. It is also important to note that two clinical measures currently used to identify clonal SBBC are concordant histological features and presence of systemic metastases [6]; however, our results show these features are not necessarily present in clonal tumors. In the future, improved assessment of clonal or independent status may support better estimates of prognosis in SBBC. Furthermore, it is possible that the association of SBBC with increased familial risk may not apply to patients with clonal tumors, which might result in different patient management. These observations highlight the potential clinical importance of our results.

For adequate control of Type I error in the CLS test, the mutational profiling pipeline should maintain a call rate of shared mutations of 4% or less in independent tumors. To achieve this, we recommend using a moderately sensitive, but highly specific, variant caller and stringent filtering rules. We used GATK with default parameters and required adequate information across all three tissues at the same locus (germline and two tumor samples). We used targeted deep sequencing (8000x) to validate our results, and our validation data support the use of this approach (S1 Text. Whole exome sequencing and data processing).

To obtain adequate power, a true shared mutation must have an adequate chance to be detected in both tumor samples, and there must be at least a total of 44 mutations called considering both tumors, under our recommended test parameters. In our data, the major source of false negative errors for detecting a shared mutation was from low cellularity in one tumor of a pair, with the consequence that some shared mutations were falsely called as private mutations. In a given mutational profiling pipeline, lower detection rates for true shared mutations can be compensated for in the CLS test by lowering the alternative hypothesis rate \( p_a \), for example lowering \( p_a \) from 15% to 10%. This maintains 80% power to detect clonal status, while increasing the total number of mutations required from 44 to 101 as seen in Table 1.

In conclusion, we have developed the statistical properties of a well-defined Clonal Likelihood Score test based on mutational profiling of tumor DNA. We developed the test using TCGA tumor data, and validated the test in five additional sets of tumors from TCGA and the literature, comprising four cancer types. We then applied the test to two cases of SBBC at our own institution, and obtained results with potential biological interest and clinical relevance. Under reasonable conditions, the CLS test appears to reliably distinguish between tumors of clonal and of independent origin. This approach may have applicability to clinical sequencing efforts in synchronous bilateral breast cancer and in other cancer types, and may have scientific and clinical utility.

Supporting Information
S1 Table. TCGA Training Set.
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